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The Reign of Terror continues to fascinate scholars as one of the bloodiest periods in French
history, when the Committee of Public Safety strove to defend the first Republic from its many
enemies, creating a climate of fear and suspicion in revolutionary France. R. R. Palmer's
fascinating narrative follows the Committee's deputies individually and collectively, recounting
and assessing their tumultuous struggles in Paris and their repressive missions in the provinces.
A foreword by Isser Woloch explains why this book remains an enduring classic in French
revolutionary studies.

"Excellently documented. . . . [O]ne of the best pictures that has ever been put together of the
twelve men who made up [the] Committee of Public Safety. . . . There is fine scholarship here." ―
New York Times"An excellent book on the administration of France by the great Committee of
Public Safety. . . . [Palmer] has made the members of the Committee living characters and the
events of the period real occurrences." ― American Political Science Review"A wonderful
collective portrait of the Committee of Public safety; from the first sight of the room where they
met at the Tuileries, you are plunged into the drama of their adventure."---Biancamaria Fontana,
Times Higher EducationAbout the AuthorR. R. Palmer (1909–2002) was professor emeritus of
history at Yale University and a guest scholar at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton. He
taught at Princeton University from 1936 to 1963. He was the author of many books, including
the two-volume The Age of the Democratic Revolution (Princeton), the first volume of which won
the Bancroft Prize in 1960, and the translator of The Coming of the French Revolution by
Georges Lefebvre. Isser Woloch is the Moore Collegiate Professor Emeritus of History at
Columbia University.
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J. Drennen, “Mehta! It's ok.. Very nice, but I thought I was getting a large print and piano size
copy. Otherwise , if your not yet farsighted then it's a great song book!”

Elisabeth, “Great for oldies. I play the piano at a couple nursing homes for church services
based out of my church. I already had volume II, and decided that it was time to get some new
songs. These are the classics that were sung in churches and played on gospel sings on the
radio, etc., when the elderly were younger. They really like these songs. Many are also familiar
to me, and they are fun to sing and play.”

mlb, “Great hymns. This hymnal contains many favorite hymns, like from the Gaithers. Very nice,
but the book is too small to read legibly, so I just Xerox them bigger.”

tntcase, “Good collection of southern Gospel songs. This is a good collection of older southern
Gospel songs. I got it for one song in particular that I was having trouble finding in print
elsewhere.  I have been pleased with the other songs in the collection as well.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Good”

Jeff & Virginia Harris, “Great hymnal. I love these hymnals. There are lots of great songs and
they include the chords for easier playing. It arrived in excellent shape in the time frame
expected.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good. Good”

DR N HOLMES-CLOUGH, “Five Stars. GREAT”

mr g hogg, “good to have a book full of old and new .... good to have a book full of old and new
music .it would be nice if all the country and western hymnal books had a cd to go with it.”

The book by Will Duchon has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 38 people have provided feedback.
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